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At the beginning of the Iraq War, liberals stickered their bumpers and labeled their arguments with the 
sentiment, ?War is not the answer.? 
  
In angry debates at America?s coffee houses and on editorial pages, conservatives responded, ?it depends what 
the question is.? 
  
An intriguingly nuanced response.  
  
A different kind of war 
  
Most readers here were born toward the end of the 20th century, armed to the teeth with American-style 
privilege of all kinds. Born a country of scrappy dissidents, we carry on a new American tradition as the world?s 
Goliath, a ranging brute whose mere show of strength defeats most enemies. And, somehow, in that strength, 
we display a paradigm of ?might makes right.? We are justified in waging war, in economically disabling 
enemies, in jailing those we question, in overtaking cultures with Western consumer buffets. But, David, if you 
fight back, you?ll not only lose, you?ll be labeled evil or monstrous just for the trying. 
  
Over the last month, newspapers from San Antonio, Texas to Taipei, Taiwan have crafted editorials with this 
approximate sentiment ? ?terrorism is wrong. Terrorism is never the answer.? 
  
The Mercury in South Africa, called terrorism ?a terrible plague.? The San Antonio Express labeled it depravity.  
The Taipei Times wrote, ?no amount of wrong on the part of one's enemy can justify terrorism.?  
  
Writing about the pro-independence terrorists in Russia, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel came to this conclusion, 
?They are simply cold-blooded, calculating killers who see glory in the murder of a child.? The Detroit Free Press, 
called the events in Belsan, an ?unspeakable crime against humanity.? 
  
What happened to, it depends what the question is? 
  
These editorial boards were responding ? in large part ? to the images from Belsan, Russia ? the lifeless bodies 
of children waiting to be identified or laid to rest by heartbroken moms and dads. But, responding also to the 
growing awareness of terrorism as an ethos ? the chaos created by car bombs and the frighteningly foreign 
choices made by suicide bombers. The editorial boards harp on the killing of innocent civilians wherever the 
attacks occur - in Russia or Nairobi or New York or Madrid or Baghdad or Tel Aviv or Gaza or Cape Town. 
  
(Conveniently forgetting, of course, the birthday party in Afghanistan, the wedding in Iraq, the hundreds of 
lesser know stories of innocents killed with carpet bombings or negligent intelligence.) 
  
An old sentiment 
  
So back to the question. Is it ? is terrorism evil? Or is it ? what choices are left to the Davids when the world?s 
Goliaths wage (often political) wars that take the lives and home of their mothers and fathers? How do you 
protect your way of life, defend your strongly held beliefs without the resources of government and armies? How 
do you protest if you are disenfranchised? 
  
And, how do you keep fighting when the world labels your War, the only war you have the resources to fight, a 
vacant criminal action? 
  
One of the many articles decrying all terrorism was, ?Spreaders of Strife? in the Columbus Dispatch on 
September 5. The editorial was not unique, it simply gave voice to the seemingly widely held belief that in 
questions of terrorism there is no nuance. Their outrages are a simple question of good vs. evil, no matter where 
the militants come from or what opportunities exist for global action.  
  
Dispatch: ?The nations of the world have not yet found a vaccine to prevent the plague of terrorism, 
but those who spread it will be suppressed.? 
  
A vaccine? The perfect sentiment from our bloated nation. Why take preventative care or do the hard exercise of 
international relations; we need to merely suppress the ?plague? that inconveniences and frightens us.  
  
Dispatch: ?The perpetrators of the recent chain of horrifying attacks on Russians engaging in 
everyday activities must have a strain of pure wickedness running through their veins.? 
  



Wickedness? The conflict in Chechyna has resulted in over a decade of violence, human rights abuse, and 
poverty. Grozny has been razed. Across the country, private houses are in ruins and the economic and sanitary 
infrastructures are largely destroyed.  Thousands of innocent civilians have been killed and more are missing. 
  
The small groups of rebels still fighting have been labeled terrorists. 80,000 Russian troops inhabit an area of 
only about half a million citizens. Human rights abuses, including torture, rape, murder and kidnapping, have 
been documented by several international organizations.  
  
The situation is beyond desperate. After 10 years of fighting, options for the weakened rebel army are greatly 
limited. And, across Chechyna, ?everyday activities? are in ruins. 
  
Dispatch: ?Terrorists leave misery and mayhem in their wake as they attack men, women and 
children without warning or justification.? 
  
Regarding the question of justification, see above. Regarding the question of mayhem, Terrorism is war and thus 
brings with it horrible consequences. All war does ? that perpetrated by nations and that perpetrated by groups 
vying to become nations. But, governments contribute to the mayhem as well. Remember the similar siege by 
Chechen terrorists at a Moscow theater in 2002?  Setting off gas and storming the site, Russian officers killed 41 
guerrillas ? but 129 hostages also died. Their early attack on the school brought about the deaths of hundreds 
who were previously simply held against their wills. 
  
Dispatch: ?[In] Russia, the rebels of Chechyna will not win independence for their state with the 
women suicide bombers who attacked a subway Tuesday and two Russian airliners the previous 
week. Nor will champions of any cause succeed by taking over a school full of children, parents and 
teachers?? 
  
How will they win? What other resources are available to them when their occupiers destroy their country, rape 
their sisters and kill their families with impunity? Sitting in comfortable offices deep in the Midwest, can that 
editorial board possibly imagine the climate of decades-long warfare and the very human reactions to it? 
  
Terrorists hold individual citizens responsible for the actions of their governments. Through inaction or active 
vote, we support the wars our leaders wage. Perhaps they will win by calling us out on our tacit support for their 
misery. Terrorists drag citizens into wars that they would rather see fought by other people?s children. I imagine 
they hope to win by forcing us out of our reverie.  
  
This question of how David fights Goliath happens to be working itself out first in political and military conflicts ? 
matters of such personal importance that they move individuals to extraordinary actions. But the question of 
how the disenfranchised can protest the powerful ? and how ideas of right and wrong are wrapped into that 
equation are essential to us all. Corporations and media are consolidating. Political parties are slumping toward 
the center. As the range of opinion narrows, how do dissenters dissent? And are they necessarily any more right 
or wrong than the Goliaths they disagree with?  
  
Dispatch: ?In Russia, as in Israel and the United States, people will support a tough response from 
their government and will put up with stiff security and massive amounts of personal inconvenience 
in defense of their homeland.? 
  
Funny, how similar we are in the end. Willing to fight for our homelands ? David and Goliath, alike. If only war ? 
any type of war ? really wasn?t our answer.  
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